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AB TRACT 
This  stud)- explore the misconcept ion of the female students at 1 1  th grade about the 
heat concepts (e .g  . .  latency. conduction. equi l ibr ium. boi l i ng point. etc . ) .  The study targets 
to i- c lassi fying the misconcept ion nature. and i i - d isti nguish ing the heat misconceptions 
from the point  of the lack of knowledge and lucky gue s .  A sample of 230 female students 
at 1 1  th grade randomly e lected from five secondary schools  in the Emirate of Fujairah ; 
northem UAE. The Heat M i sconcept ion Test ( HMT),  0 three-tier diagnostic instrument 
comprising of ten questions is used as a data col lection too l .  The study raises the three 
research questions i - v.hat the misconceptions are the 1 1  th grade students demonstrating 
about the heat concepts? i i- what would be the percentage of the 1 1  th grade students who 
demonstrate lack of knowledge about the heat conceptions. and i i i - what would be the 
percentage of the 1 1  th grade students who demonstrate lucky guess about heat concept? 
The part ic ipants c lass i fied into four  categories accord ing to their  understanding about the 
heat concepts i- m i sconcept ions. i i - lack of knowledge. i i i - l ucky guess, and iv- scient ific 
Knowledge. 
The data analysis reveal s that most of partic ipants from the 1 1  th grade students expressing 
misconceptions about the heat as a physical phenomenon, whereas more than 50% of the 
part ic ipants expressing m isconceptions about heat equ i l ibrium. The concept ion of latent 
heat boi l ing point .  spec ific  heat capac i ty. and heat latent expressed by 62% of the 
part ic ipants. 1 3% expressing heat misconceptions from the lack of knowledge. However, 
3% of the students expressing heat misconcept ions that re lated to l ucky guess by a l l  
quest ions i n  H MT. On the  other hand, 2 1  % of the  students having a proper scientific  
vii 
knovvledge about the heat physics. As the misconception about teaching a physical 
phenomenon is  a leaming chal lenge. the study reconunends improving the del i very of the 
scient iiic subject to be more practical than theoretical . Moreover, the test should consider 
conceptions of the tudents regarding the natural phenomena. The impl ications of the study 
are for the science teachers to encourage the students to engage intensively in the 
c lassroom interact ion. The impl ications as wel l  for the sc ience curr icu lum spec ia l ists to 
i ntroduce easy-lo-understand sc ient i fic knowledge and problem sol ut ions. 
Key" ords :  physics teach ing, heat misconcept ion test, 1 1 th grade students, Fujairah, UAE. 
viii 
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GLOSSA RY 
The l i sted tem1 herein below are frequent l y  used in th is thesis, which reflect the speci fic 
meaning \\' i th in the thesis context. these are :  
• Ileal : A d) namic process of energy t ransmission (Chiou & Anderson, 20 1 0) .  A lso 
heat refers to a transfer of thermal energy (the total k inetic energy for atoms and 
molecule  in a substance) due to a temperature d i fference ( Wiser & Amin, 200 1 ) . 
• Temperalure : Refers to the measure of the average k inetic energy i n  a substance 
(Chiou & Anderson, 20 1 0) .  
• Misconception: I ncolTect ideas about physical principles and concepts that the 
student bring to the science c lassroom .  This term could be used i nterchangeably as 
preconcept ions or al temat ive conceptions ( Damas, 1 994) .  
• Concept: i s  the notion underly ing a c lass of th ings or events, as current ly in tended 
by the community of scient ists. A concept acqu ires its meaning through i ts network 
of re lationships with other concepts ( Abel l  & Lederman, 2007) .  
• Lack of knowledge : t he  s i tuat ion of being uncertain regard less of correct or 
i ncon"ect response to the fi rst and/or second t iers (Hasan et a I . ,  1 999).  
• Lucky guess : the correct answers to both t iers with uncertainty (Arslan et a l ., 20 1 2 ) .  
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CHAPTER O E 
INT RODUCT ION 
i nce the late 1 970s, the education research has been shi fted [rom an emphasis on the 
beha\ iourism to be more focu ed on the cogni t ive perspect ive to study the knowledge 
abi l i t ies of the students. Many cogni t ive psychologi ts and construct iv ists stated that the 
people al \ \:a}s create new knowledge to be understood accord ing to what they have 
a l ready kno\\ n and bel ie e; however, some parts of these theories are often not consi stent 
with the sc ient i fic conceptions to be misconceptions (Chang et a!. ,  2007) .  
I I  the conceptual frameworks of the ch i ldren have been developed from their 
0\ \,11 experiences to be changed as they mature. However, thei r  intu i t ive understanding of 
the physical surrounding world around them does not frequent ly  agree with the scient ific 
explanat ion.  Therefore, i t  i s  important to take i n  account this physical world whi l e  
plan ning i nstruct ion to  know how these misconceptions d i ffer from the scient i fic 
explanat ion, and why the students construct these ideas. Thus, the science teachers should 
ident ify, i f  any,  the misconceptions of thei r  own students by several approaches such as 
d iagnostic assessments. 
The development of complex concepts needs to be in a series of thoughtful steps 
as any missing in these steps would generate a misconception, or the correct explanat ion 
is becoming unachievable. Consequent ly, the h igh qual i ty of education is required to have 
an appropriate i nstruct ion at each grade level so as to develop some key sc ience concepts 
perta in ing the student understanding. Some construct iv ists recommended to use the 
student misconcept ions as an expl ic i t  start ing point  for developing new learning style. 
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1 he re earch n the sCIence education have long been focused on the 
misconcept ions of the students about the natural science: e pecial ly  in physics ( Kal takci 
& Ery i lmaz, 20 I 0; Gui a ola & Montero, 20 1 0; Kucukozer & Kocakulah, 2008;  Chee, 
1 996: Demirci .  :2005:  lenek e, et a I . ,  20 1 0; Alwan, :20 1 1 ; K i rbulut & Beeth. 20 1 0; 
Zacharia. Olympioll & Papaevripidou, 2008) .  This study aims at assessing the heat 
concept ion and misconception (e .g . ,  latenc , conduction, equi l i brium, boi l ing point ,  etc . )  
o f  the female students at 1 1 th grade i n  Flijairah primary schools .  The study targets to 
c lass ify ing the misconcept ion nature, and d ist inguishing the heat misconcept ions from the 
point  of the lack of knowledge and l ucky guess. 
1 . 1  Physic 
Physics i s  derived from Ancient Greek to mean the knowledge of nature . I n  modem 
science. ph) sics is concerned with describ ing the ph sical nature and phenomenon of the 
matter and i ts  mot ion through space and t ime, along with re lated concepts such as energy, 
force, densi ty, mechanics, etc. The modem extensions of the physics including astronomy 
and cosmology, atomic and nuclear science, sol i d-state, p lasma, dynamics, etc. (The Free 
D ict ionary. 20 1 3 ) .  Many students bel ieve that "Physics is d i fficul t" .  Ange l l  et a1. (2004) 
i nvesti gated the views of high school students and physics teachers about Physics per se. 
the students reported that studying physics i s  a d i fficul t  topic because they had to contend 
with d i fferent representat ions. such as experiments, formulas and calculat ions, graphs and 
conceptual explanations at the same t ime and had to make transformations among them. 
The concepts of physics are considered by many sc ience educators as a d i fficul t  
concept s ince these concepts are abstract ideas, invisible, ( such as atomic structure, nature 
of the e lectromagneti c  waves, etc . )  to be more compl icated to be understandable for the 
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students; especia l l, at the pnmary educat ion ( Podolefsky, 2008 ) .  l Iowe\ er. \\ h)' the 
<;tudents describ ing physics as a d i fficu l t  subject, Redish ( 1 994) explained such student 
att i tudes towards physics a physics i s  a disc ip l ine requ ires the learners to employ a 
variety of methods of understanding to i nterpret the abstract concepts i nto rea l i ty such as 
i n  words, numbers, graphs, equations, d iagrams, maps. etc. therefore, the physics 
in terpretat ion requ ires the abi l i ty of using a variety of mathemat ical appl ications as 
algebra. calculus, and geometry, as wel l  as to start from the spec ific  to broaden to the 
general and vice versa. uch patterns of dea l ing \ i th  various physics problems may 
create a SOli of misconceptions among the students about many concepts i n  physics. 
1 .2 Science Misconceptions 
The notion of the concept i tse l f  has been problemat ic for the research educators. The tenl1 
concept has been received much concern i n  science educat ion studies. Therefore. concept 
defined by many authors based upon the use of the telm with i n  the context . The concept 
could  be defined as the Slill1mary of the essent ia l  characterist ics of a group of ideas and a 
kind of inte l lectual framework that manages both old and new infon11ation ( A I-lubai l i ,  
2002) .  O n  the other hand ,  Lawson e t  a ! .  ( 2000) defined a concept as the one own ideas 
about how the world works, which could be c lassified i nto at least three types; theoret icaL 
descriptive and in tern1ediate concepts. 
Furthern10re, the misconception IS  a qui te ubiqui tous problem in  the SC Ience 
educat ion worldwide.  Nevertheless, the research attempts that concerned with finding 
appropriate approaches to solv ing the concept ion/misconcept ion re lated issues. Oglesby 
( 2009) d iscusses the problem of the science misconcept ions among 9th grade students. 
Yet. most of the students in facul ty of education ( came from d ifferent science 
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background) studying science teaching have even expressed an obvious misconcept ions 
in heat and temperature (A lwan. 20 1 1 ) . whereas Kikas (2004) records that the science 
teachers and trainees loud out misconceptions. 
1 .3 Origin of Misconceptions 
Al though there are many studies m misconcept ions, few tackled the ongll1S of the 
misconcept ions. Paik et al. ( 2007) shed l ight on the potential relationship  between the 
trad i t ional sty les of teach ing science and causes of the student's misconceptions in the 
phy sical phenomena. However. Kal takc i and Ery i lmaz (20 1 0) used document analysis 
method to inve t igate sources of students' misconceptions; their study revealed that the 
subject textbooks, teaching experiences, and language command of the sc ience teachers 
were found to be the primary of  misconcept ion i n  science education domain .  
Moreover, Kikas ( 2004) poi nts out to  several factors i nvolved 111 such 
misconceptions as over general izations on the bas is  of analogy, concepts belonging to 
ontological ly  d i fferent  categories, how knowledge is presented i n  school textbooks, and 
teacher train ing.  Kal takc i and Didis (2007) poin ted out that the main sources of the 
student misconcept ions are categorized as the student personal experiences, textbooks, 
teaching language used, and the cooperation of the science teachers. 
1 .4 Statement of the Research Problem 
The review of the selected l iterature has revealed a gap the relevant studies on the science 
misconceptions i n  the various branches of sc ience among the students i n  the primary and 
secondary schools .  I n  chemistry, for example,  the studies have been conducted for 
i nvest igat ing the student m i sconceptions about various physics-re lated topics such as 
matter composit ion, atomic and molecular bonding, gal vanic, e lectro lyti c ,  c l imate change, 
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and basic quantum chemistry (Awan e( aL 20 1 L ahum et a I . ,  2004: anger & 
Jreenbo\\ e, 1 997: tefani & Tsaparl i s, 2009) .  
I n  biolog) , many stud ie  ha\  e concerned wi th  the diagnosis of the student 
misconcept ions some b iological phenomena such as respiration, photosynthesis, genet ic 
structure, pecies cia s i fication, human c i rculatory system, d i ffusion and osmosis ( Odom 
& Banow, J 995; ungur et aL, 200 1 ; Takkaya, 2002) .  In physics domain, the stud ies 
have concerned with the student misconceptions about optics ( KaJ takc i & Eryi l maz, 
20 1 0), electric i ty (Guisa ola & Montero, 20 1 0; Kucukozer & Kocakulah,  2008) ,  and 
force (Chee, 1 996; Demirc i .  2005 ; Menekse et a l . ,  20 1 0) ,  force and Newton's Third Law 
misconceptions have tackled in  the UAE h igh schools ( H assan. 1 993 ) .  However, the 
misconceptions about heat and temperature have attracted many scholarly studies (A lwan, 
20 I I : K irbu lut & Beeth,  20 1 0; Zacharia et a I . ,  2008) .  
Based on the science teach ing experience of the author of th is  thesis, the practical 
presentation during the explanat ion of the natural heat phenomena could erase the heat 
misconcept ion: for i nstance, an experiment of boi ling water conducted at the room 
temperature under a vacuum bott le to prove the re lationship between t he boi l ing degree 
and the pressure, as wel l  as explain ing the latent heat concept through changing the 
material status from sol id  ( ice cube) to l iqu id state (water) through i ncreasing 
temperature. These experiments have proved the importance of the pract ica l  lessons i n  
promot ing the concept ion o f  the students about the heat. 
The above mentioned studies have general ly  shown that the students have 
misconcept ions about the concepts of heat and temperature, which might be in a conflict 
\.\'i th  the conect sc ient i fi c  explanation that is agreed upon by the physics community. I t  
has been observed that many 1 1  t h  grade students i n  some h igh schools Fujairah Emirate 
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have g i \  en incorrect explanation about heat as a natural phenomenon . Thi misconception 
is the topical theme of th is stud} . 
fhe stud} hypothesi e that the core cau es of heat misconcept ion are attributed to 
the trad i t ional sc ience teaching style, which largely lacking the crit ical thinking and based 
ent ire ly on the memory \ i thout reasoni ng. Therefore, this study proposes that the 
trad i t ional sc ience teach ing style, along with the course-related textbooks are playing 
effect ively in the promotion of the misconception about the natural sc ience; in part icular, 
in ph}sics. 
1 . 5 Study Objectives 
This tud} attempts to determine the student misconcept ions about vanous concepts 
re lated to the heat physics such as i-thermal equ i l ibri um concept latent heat concept, 
boi l i ng point  concept, specific heat capacity concept, thennal expansion concept, and heat 
transfer concept. The invest igation aims at finding the d ifference between the science 
students who have misconceptions comparing with those having a l ack of knowledge and 
lucky guess. The target partic ipants are the 1 1  til grade female students i n  Fujairah schools .  
A three-t ier diagnostic instrument comprising 1 0  quest ions used to explore the 
heat misconceptions. The core object ives of the study are to conduct the fol lowing issues : 
1. Classify the nature of misconcept ion held by 1 1 th grade female students in  
Fujairah school s, the UAE. 
2.  Distinguish students' misconceptions from their lack of knowledge, and l ucky 
guess about heat concepts among 1 1  tb grade female students. 
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1.6 Re earch Que tion 
The proposed objecti ves of th is  study cou ld be executed through an wering the fo l lowing 
research question : 
1. What the misconcept ions do the 1 1  th grade female students demonstrate about the 
heat concept? 
2. What i s  percentage of the 1 1  III grade female students who demonstrate lack of 
kno\\ ledge about heat concept ? 
3. What i s  percentage of the 1 1  Ih grade female students who demonstrate l ucky guess 
about heat concept? 
1 . 7 Significance of this Study 
There is  a need to ident i fy the misconcept ions among the students in  al l sUbjects; in  
part icu lar, the field of natural sc iences. Despi te many scholarly studies have been 
conducted in misconceptions in sc ient ific  subject worldwide (e .g . ,  Kut luay ( 2005 ) and 
Temizan ( 2003 ) in Turkish schools ;  Chee ( 1 996) in S ingapore; Demirc i  (2005 )  in the 
U SA Paik .  Cho & Go ( 2007) i n  South Korea), l i t t le research studies have been done in  
the Arab school ing environments; part icu lar ly i n  the UAE schools .  Therefore, the 
generated resul ts from the bulk studies conducted in the non-Arab schoo l ing 
environments, l argely i n  western sett i ng, might be not appl icable in  non-western cu l ture 
l i ke the UAE's  as the cu l tural factors play major roles i n  shaping the students learn ing 
( Kal takci & Ery i l maz, 20 1 0) .  
This research study i s  one o f  the rare studies focused on the concept ion from 
educat ional and teaching point  of view. The importance of th i s  thesis might be due to 
fol lowing reasons: i - the resu l ts might enhance further research in  the misconceptions i n  
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the GAl: from educational \ i ewpoint ,  1 1 - Second, i t  i s  anticipated that the findings 
generated from this stud) \-"ould al lo\" the sc ience teachers to assist the students i n  
overcoming their heat mi  conceptions, i i i - Th ird,  the results and conc lusions prov ide 
thoughtfu l  i nformat ion to help the sc ience teachers in  tak ing the students misconcept ions 
i nto account in the i r  teach ing, hereby impro ing science instruction in Al -Fujairah Zone, 
i \ - Forth, the generated result \vou ld provide the UAE science textbook cWTiculum 
developers with experimental i nfonnation about heat misconcept ion i n  among the h igh 
school students� th is could however improve the qual i ty of the UAE science curricu lum, 
and F i fth, the Min i stry of Education could use these resul ts for a posit ive change i n  the 
UAE educat ional system and curricu lum.  
1 . 8 Limitations and Delimitation 
The study encountered with several l im itations to complete the invest igat ion 1 11 
convenient research condi t ions. Among these l im i tat ions, were : 
1 .  The i nvest igation o f  the study was conducted only among the Fujairah schools 
whose data and results are not necessary reflect the state of the misconcept ion i n  
other Emirates. 
2. The sample of the female students was drawn from only cycle two schools .  This 
sample i s  afraid to reflect other schools  i n  in Emirate of Fuja i rah. 
3. The study resul ts generated from female part ic ipants, where the results might be 
d iffered if i t  has been conducted among the both genders. 
4. The i nstrument that incorporated in the data col lection was developed original ly in 
Western Cu lture, the metrics are written in Engl ish .  The thesis  author translated its 
contents i nto Arabic to fi t  the local cu l tural nonns .  
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s. This  tudy focused on the concept of heat only .  \\ hich i s  one of the uni ts of 
ubject matter that i taught in  1 1  th grade in  the scient ific track in  the UAE pub l ic 
schools .  Accordingly.  the results of study and conc lusions cannot be genera l ized 
to other physics concepts. 
On the other hand, the de l imi tations of the i nvestigat ion were : 
1 - The ample inc luded 235  student part ic ipants from 1 1 th grade, i n  addi t ion to 337 
female students from ten g irl s' schools  i n  the Emirate of Fujairah. 
2- The study was l imi ted to the heat and temperature concepts which assessed on 1 1 th 
grade student i n  publ ic  school i n  the UAE.  
3 - The stud) \Va conducted i n  pub l i c  schools  i n  Emi rate of Fujairah i n  the third 
semester of the year 20 1 1 -20 1 2 . This Study was appl ied in  one week in  that 
semester. 
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CHAPT ER T W O  
L I T E RA T U R E  R E V I E W  
2. 1 Introduction 
This chapter re\ ie\\ s the re lated pub l i shed scholarly research studies that conducted on 
the misconception from learning aspects. Spec ial emphasis is p laced on the heat physical 
phenomena. I leat is very common used tenn;  but how to measure or observe the effect of 
heat was found qui te d i fferent in  the c lassroom.  The l i terature reveal s that none has been 
\\Ti tten on the misconceptions from educational and leaming aspects in the Emirate of 
Fujairah. Therefore. thi thesis great ly rel ies on the re levant pub l i shed works on the 
topical theme of the heat misconcept ions. 
2.2  The Student Misconceptions 
Many researchers i n  various fields as educat ion, psychology, and l i nguistics have long 
been using d ifferent approaches and research tool s  (e.g. ,  i nterviews, open-ended 
questionnaires, mul t ip le  choice questions, two-tier quest ions, and three-t ier questions) i n  
detect ing the student misconceptions about the scient ific phenomena. Both unstructured 
and structured i nterv iew approaches have been adopted for conduct ing further 
i nvest igations and research on the misconcept ions in science educat ion ( Osborn & 
Gi lbert ,  1 979:  Stepans & Dyche, 1 987 ;  G i l bert et a ! . ,  1 982; Treagust, 1 988 ) .  Chee, ( 1 996 ) 
and Menekse et a l .  ( 20 1 0 ) ha e used the i nterview to study the force misconcept ion.  
The open ended quest ions such as " what is a covalent bond?" and " 1I'hy the 
molecules have different shapes?" have been employed i n  studying misconceptions of the 
shldents about the chemical bonds and structure (Treagus, 1 988 ) .  Kucukozer and 
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Kocakulah. ( 2008 ) h3\ e incorporated the open-ended questions to exam in ing the iews of 
the students toward the e lectric i ty concepts. l Iowever, the long-t ime that consumed in 
answeri ng the interv iew and open-ended questionnai re was found to be the major problem 
in  obtain ing a considerable amount of information from the students for evaluat ing their 
misconceptions. 
I [o\veyer, the mul t ip le choice quest ions (M Qs) were suggested to overcome this 
l imitat ion. The 1\1 Qs con ist ing of three, four, or five sect ions. One of these sect ions 
represents the tudents' misconceptions. orne of the MSQ tests were developed in the 
physics as Force Concept I nventory ( FC I )  by Hestenes et al . ( 1 992), and as the 
Conceptual un ey of E lectric i ty and Magnet ism (CSEM)  developed by Maloney et al . 
CWO ] ) . Gui sasola and Montero ( 20 1 0 ) invest igated the d i fficult ies, which faced 56  
Granada university students i n  the  analysis of the operation of simple d i rect current 
c ircui ts and others. A major problem. however, with the MSQ approach is that it does not 
a l low the students to demonstrate knowledge beyond the opt ions that provided. I n  
addi tion. the students may misinterpret the questions. as wel l  as i t  requires a great deal of 
t ime to construct effect i ve mul t ip le choice quest ions, especia l ly ones that test h igher 
levels of leaming. 
Two-tier tests were deve loped to detect student misconceptions and to avoid the 
l im i tations of MSQ tests. These types were used to the detect student misconceptions in 
biology, chemistry, and physics (e .g., Frank l i n. 1 992;  l ang, 2003 ; Odom & Barrow, 1 995;  
Peterson.  Treagust & Gamet, 1 989; Tan et a l . ,  2002; Voska & Heikkinen, 2000) .  As 
noted by several researchers (e .g . ,  Hasan, Bagayoko, & Kel ley, 1 999), the two-tier, as 
wel l  as the MSQ tests were found to be with drawbacks in detecti ng the students' 
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confidence i n  thei r  responses. I n  other \\ ords, two-t ier questions cannot di sti nguish 
between misconcept ions. lack of knowledge. or lucky guess. 
Accordingly,  many researchers suggested adding a third t ier to the two-tier 
quest ion to help them making this d ist inct ion. Hasan et al. (1 999) recommended that the 
use of a certai nty index, along with the two-tier test questions could help in making th is 
d i st inct ion. They indicated as we l l  that the low certainty indicates a l ucky guessing, 
which in tum impl ies lack of knowledge, 'whereas the high confidence in wrong answers 
i nd icates misconcept ion of the concept under the i nvest igat ion. The confidence scale, 
which accompanies a three-tier, mUlt ip le choice test questions wi l l  provide researchers 
and teachers with i nfom1at ion about the nature of misconcept ions. I n  add it ion, it may help 
them to d is t inguish between lack of knowledge, l ucky guess. and misconceptions of the 
female students. Fur thermore, considering the confidence levels of the students that may 
enable researchers to investigate the re lationship between students' confidence and their 
understanding of the scient ific  concepts. Thi s  research aims at col lect ing the students' 
confi dence levels and exami nes the relationship between students ' confidence and their 
understanding of the heat concept. 
I n  order to i nvestigate the fifty-eight h igh school students in the biology course for 
t he i r  understanding about scient ifica l ly  and acceptable content knowledge, i n  addit ion to 
the student's confidence i n  these knowledge, Odom and Barrows (2007) used a two-tier 
d iffusion and osmosis diagnostic test ( DODT) to assess their understanding of the 
d iffusion and osmosis concepts, in addi t ion to certai nty of response ( C R I )  scale . The 
resul ts  revealed that the DODT test ident i fied COlTect and i ncolTect answers and reasons, 
whi l e  certain and uncertain values were ident ified by CR I  val ues. On one hand, h igh­
certainty with i ncorrect answers i n  DODT test indicated misconceptions about d i ffusion 
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and 0 'mosis concepts. on the other hand.  Moreover. the low certainty v.: i th i ncorrect and 
correct ans'.'.ers in the DODT test ind icated lack of knowledge ( guess). whereas the high 
certainty \\ i th correct answers indicated the des i red kno'.\ ledge of concepts. The study 
found that many students howing sign i ficant misconcept ions in  the most of the concepts 
under the i tT \  est igation. 
Pe man and Er) i I maz ( 20 1 0) proposed a novel d iagnostic instrument to assess the 
misconceptions of the students about simple electric c i rcuits t lu'ough developing a three­
t ier test . The i nterviews-. construct-, and administer open ended questions were conducted 
prior to de\ eloping and administeri ng the Simple E lectric C i rcuits Diagnost ic Test 
( EC DT).  The study was conducted from 1 24 9th grades in Turkish capital, Ankara. The 
resul ts showed that the test scores could be a val id and re l iable measure of students' 
misconception on simple e lectric c i rcuits .  With the presence of misconcept ions. they 
found that as wel l  about 3 6% lack of knowledge. 
However. Kaltakci and Did is  ( 2007 ) iden t i fied misconcept ions, lack of knowledge 
and error with a three-tier gravi ty concept test . The data obtained from forty-one pre­
serv ice physics teacher teach ing grades 4th and grade 5th students at M iddle East 
Technical Un iversi ty .  The resul ts showed that the three-tier test that employed in the 
identi ficat ion of lack of knowledge, error, and misconcept ions separate ly  become crucial  
i n  teacher education process. A l so i t  is important to choose the required i nstructional 
designs. 
Kut luay (200 5 )  developed a three-t ier Geometric Optic Misconception Test 
( TTGOMT)  for assessing the concept ions of the I I  th grade students i n  geometrical optics. 
The procedure of the test canied out through three stages, namely i - interv iews, i i - open­
ended test, and i i i - three-t ier m i sconcept ion test and inc luded three groups of students i n  
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those stages. n i nten ie\v \Va made \\ i th the 1 5  tudent from 1 1 th grade and their age 
\ aricd from 1 6  to 1 9  ) ear . The inten iew based on the misconceptions, which found in  
the l i terature. Then. an open-ended test based on the interview resul ts and misconcept ions 
found in the l i terature. The three-t ier misconception test was created by analysing the 
open-ended test results . Final ly, Three-tier Te t was presented to 1 4 1  students who were 
taught geometric optic .  The result  of the study showed that the students expressing 
misconceptions, which may resist changes and obstruct the learning process. Moreover, 
the inten iews re\ ealed that even the students were above average. the students showing 
l i t t le or no understand ing of the conceptual understanding of a physical phenomenon. So, 
the stud) argue that it i s  necessary to use tlu'ee-t ier test to ident ify the factors behind the 
misconceptions of the students. 
Arslan. Cigdemoglu. and Moseley ( 20 1 2) appl ied a three-t ier d iagnostic test (e .g  .. 
ans\ver. reason. and certainty response i nd ices) to assessing the 256 pre-service teachers 
i n  an American university to assess their misconceptions about the global wamling, 
greenhouse effect and gases, ozone layer depletion, and acid rain .  The study revealed that 
most of the teachers d isp layed a l imited conceptual understanding of these concepts. 
However, most previous studies prefelTed to use three- tier method to investigate th is  
i ssue, Those studies, which ut i l ized three t ier tests. are s imi lar to the CUlTent study 
because it connects t lu'ee-t ier test (e .g . ,  answers, reasons, students confidence) to study 
the misconcept ions students'. 
How'ever, th is research d i ffers in the context of the study since i t  i nvestigates 1 1 th 
grade ( 1 6- 1 7  years) misconceptions about heat related concepts in  Emirate of A l  Fujairah 
schools .  To do so. the researcher col l ec ted students' confidence leve ls  and exanl ined 
rel ationship between students' confidence and their understanding of the heat concept. 
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Also the heat mi concept ion test ( l  I T) i n  current study used not only to identify 
students' mi  conception about heat but al 0 to c lassi fy the e m i  conceptions from lack of 
knovv ledge and luck gue s. 
2.3 Heat and Temperature M isconception 
I leat and temperature are under thermodynamic fie ld,  which are consi sted of many 
concepts. The thermal cient ists defi ne heat as a dynamic process of energy transmission 
( Chiou & Anderson, 20 1 0) .  The heat refers al 0 to a transfer of thermal energy ( the total 
ki net ic energy for atoms and molecules i n  a substance) due to a temperature d i fference 
( Wiser & Amin,  200 1 ) . A lso heat refers to the Dow low of internal energy from one object 
to another ( Redi sh, 1 99-1-) .  
Many researchers 1 11 the sC Ience education are tru ly  interested i n  studyi ng the 
misconceptions of the students about the heat and temperature due to the facts that the 
both topic are very important in sc ience concepts in physics and chemistry educat ion at 
the i ntroductory level . Accordingly,  the i n i t ial knowledge about these topics is necessary 
to understand other rel ated natural sc ience such as biology, geology, environmental 
sc ience, and geography. For example, the heat and temperature concepts are necessary to 
understand earth layers d istribution as well as to understand plant respiration process 
\\ hich is refers to edit the thermal energy stored in food using oxygen;  it is also related to 
everyday tangib le  i deas and is covered across several educational materials through 
d ifferent educational levels (A I  Rashed. 2002) .  
A lwan ( 20 1 1 )  i nvestigated the misconception of the students about the heat and 
temperature; the data were generated by using a Heat and Temperature Concepts 
Questionnaire ( HTCQ), which d istr ibuted among 53 students from d i fferent major in  
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Tripo l i  Libya Facult, of Education. The que t ionnaire consi ted of MCQs about heat, 
temperature. heat transfer, and temperature change concepts. The results shov.,:ed that 
most of students could not di t i ngui h between heat and temperature concepts and more 
than 50% of students have misconceptions about temperature and 46% of students' have 
misconcept ion about heat transfer and temperature change. In addi t ion, they have 
misconcept ions about heat capac ity and spec i fic  heat capacity concepts. So, they could 
not predict the final temperature when two samples of materia ls at d i fferent temperatures 
are mixed . The researcher found that thelmal equ i l ibri um is the most prevai l i ng 
misconcept ions among many students. 
Karia ] ,  Ozttirk, and Yalvac; ( 20 1 1 )  used mult iple-choice test to examl l1e the 
misconcept ions of science teachers about heat and temperature. The sample of the study 
i nc luded 60 tudents in 2nd grade of the science education department of Ahi Evran 
University in Turkey. The study showed that %3 8 of students chose the i ncorrect 
answers. Those students did not d ist inguish between heat and temperature and thought 
that those concepts m ight be used i nterchangeably .  A lso, Karial ,  OZttirk, and Yalvac; 
( 20 1 1 )  sowed that %55 of students have misconception about how heat is transmitted i n  
material enviro1ll11ent .  
However, Harrison, Grayson and Treagust ( 1 999) and Gonen and Kocaya ( 20 1 0) 
studied heat and temperature students' misconceptions whereas Tanahoung, Chi taree and 
Soankwan (20 1 0 ) studied misconceptions about temperature, heat. latent heat , spec i fic 
heat capaci ty, thermal equi l ibr ium and heat conduction concepts using and open-ended 
question test. The results of the i r  study indicated that students had d i fficulty 
d i fferentiat ing between concepts such as heat and temperature ar1d that the i r  
misconceptions are strong and resistant to  change. In  addit ion, Lubben, Netshisaul u and 
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ampbc l l  ( 1 999) explored frican students' misconceptions of heat ing. The findings 
howed that almost a third of the ample had heat misconceptions. 
K i rbulut and Beeth ( 20 1 0) examined the consi stency of students' misconceptions 
about ev aporat ion, condcn ation, and boi l ing across representational, conceptual 
frame\\ ork, and contextual consistency aspects. Data of this study col lected by 
i ntcn iewing t\\eh e students enrol led in a M idwestern h igh school in the U A. The 
i nten iev" inc luded six quest ions and lasted for 5 5  minute. The study found that students 
had a h igh degree of consistency and inconsistency in their naive ideas. Although students 
were taught about evaporation, condensat ion, and boi l ing concepts from elementary 
choo l .  the) sti l l  had misconception of these concepts. 
Paik, Cho, and Go ( 2007) used i nterview to examined 1 54 students, i nvolved 
d i fferent age from 4 to I I  concept ion of heat and temperature which c lose ly  re lated to 
dai l y  l i fe .The students, 4 and 5 year old,  were from the same kindergarten whi l e  student 
6 to 1 1  years old were from the same elementary school which is located in a suburban 
area of South Korea. The i nstrument of the study was seven questions constructed by 
three researchers for i nterv iew. These questions consisted of two quest ions on 
temperature, two on thern1al insulat ion, and t lu'ee on heat equ i l ibrium. These questions 
were selected for research usage after a prel im inary screening involv ing 1 6  students; two 
from each age group i n  the range of 4 to 1 1  years-old .  
The i ndividual i nterviews were conducted i n  quiet space at  the k indergarten and 
school with necessary physical materials in the open t ime.  Researchers analysed the i r  data 
by calculat ing the frequency and percentage per age of student answers to each quest ion. 
The results indicated that most students d id not have c lear concepts of thermal 
equ i l ibrium, and younger students l i nked the temperature concept with size or a 
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summation of numbers. n the other hand, older students t ried to use sc ient ific concepts 
but sti l l  the) hm e incorrect answers. Researchers ju t i fied the outcomes of their  study 
that the orig in of the mistake among older students l ies in misconceptions formed 
through learning in science c lasses. 
In conc lusion. the investigat ion on the heat misconceptions of the students have 
employ cd \ arious test approache and tool s  such as quest ionnaire, mult iple choice i tems, 
inte[\ ie\\ , and open-ended quest ions. Most of the previous studies have invest igated heat 
mi conceptions such as that re lated to heat, temperature, heat capacity, spec i fic heat, 
latent heat, thermal equi l ibrium, and heat conduct ion concepts. The cun-ent study tries to 
explore students' misconcept ions that relate to thermal equi l ibrium, latent heat. boi l ing 
point .  pec i tic  heat capac ity. thermal expansion, and heat transfer concepts. 
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CHAPT ER THRE E 
M ET H O DO LOG Y 
This study focu e on the investigat ion about the heat misconceptions as a leaming issue. 
The im e t igation carried out to detelmine the frequency of the hear misconceptions 
among 1 1  th grade female students in Emirate of Fujairah This chapter di scusses the 
re earch methodology, which adopted to be used in  complet ing the quest iofmai re 
structure, data col lection, data analysis and interpretat ion. The i nvest igat ion screens the 
heat concepL in the UAE ph sics cUlTicu lum. 
3 . 1 Heat Concepts in the U A E  Physics Curriculum 
Fol lowing of t\.vo-year k indergarten educat ion, the publ ic  educat ional system in the UAE 
compromises of two cycles i - Cycle-one is  primary educat ion, which consists of n ine 
year (G- l to G-9), and i i - Cycle-two i s  the secondary education, which consists three 
years ( G- I O  to G- 1 2 ) .  The cycJe-t\\'o students are studying a general curricu lum i n  the 
fi rst year, whereas are assigned to choose i n  1 1  th and 1 2th grades their  i nterest ing track 
e i ther sc ience or arts. The cycle-one students are studying various subjects i n  science and 
human it ies. Physics is being taught as a d iscrete compulsory subject throughout the cycle­
two science cUlTiculum in  addit ion to other compulsory re lated-science subjects such as 
mathematics, chemistry, biology, and geology. Stat ist ical summaries show that in the 
20 1 1 -20 1 2  academic year. the cycle-one students studied science in four c lasses per 
week. On the other hand, the cyc le-two sc ience programme having a total of six c lasses; 
two classes are a l located for physics in grated 1 Olh . In 1 1 th and 1 2th grades, four c lasses 
per week are being  devoted to physics (UAE M in ist ry of Education, 20 1 3) .  
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I leat-related concept are i ntroduced gradual ly throughout d i fferent grades of 
science curriculum i n  UAE governmental choo l s. Introductor) and simple heat concepts 
fi rst appear in grade one science textbook. The sc ience textbook introduces temperature 
concept in a unit t i t led l l 'ealher and four seasons. Whi le .  science textbook of 2nd grade 
inc ludes two units about heat concepts, one of them is about sky and weather which 
con ists of \VeaU1er. temperature, and water cyc le. I n  water cycle pali students s tudy 
e\, aporat ion, water vapour, and condensation concepts. Moreover, students in 2nd grade 
a lso explore matter re lated concepts such as heat ing and coo l ing concepts. However 
science textbook of 3 rd grade covers evaporation and condensat ion concepts when the unit 
ent i t led cycles in earth and space. Science textbook for 3 rt] grade also covers evaporat ion, 
them1al energy and heat, conduction, and radiat ion concepts in  other two uni ts, which are 
exploring matters and di co very energy andforce . 
Concepts related to the heat effectiveness i n  matter properties and the states of 
matter are introduced i n  a matter and light lInil in 4th grade science textbook. In 5 th grade 
science textbook, however; abstract heat concepts are i ntroduced . For example, in th is 
grade science textbook, the definit ions of heat and temperature are provided. Heat i s  
defined as energy related to the movement of the matter part ic les and the temperature i s  
defined as a measure of the average k inet ic energy of  part ic les i n  a substance. In  addit ion,  
5th grade science textbook covers otber beat-re lated concepts such as weather concepts 
and methods of heat transfer such as themlal conduction. convect ion. and radiation. These 
concepts are provided a uni t  ent i t led matter and heat. 
Sixth and ih grades science textbooks d iscuss s imi lar previously mentioned heat 
concepts but in more depth and detai ls .  Moreover, the concept of speci fi c  heat capac i ty i s  
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indirect l y  introduced through d iscussing non- isothermal heat ing of the land surface in  
weather part in the operat ions that change the earth surface. I so this unit covers 
humidity, evaporat ion, and condensat ion concepts that are in science textbook in 6th 
grade. c ience textbook in  7th grade elaborates on the temperature and change of state 
concepts and how part ic les gain and loss energy when matter changes its states. 
Furthernlore, grade 7th tudents also study the boi l ing and freezing points and how the 
temperature i s  changing dur ing the change of state of matter. Moreover, students in ih 
grade also learn about melt i ng, evaporation, boi l i ng, condensation, and subl imation 
concept , which are inc luded in a unit ent i t led slale a/malfer. 
Eighth grade science textbook covers weather concepts that associate with the 
heat. temperature, radiation, thermal conduction, convection, greenhouse effect, and 
g lobal \\'ann ing concepts in a unit that d iscusses weather and c l imate issues. Students in  
9th grade tudy heat. temperature concepts, thennal expansion concept and its 
app l ications. Addi t ional ly ,  they study the d i fference between thernlal conductors and 
thennal insulators in the heat part in a unit that deals with work, mach inery, and energy. 
F inal ly ,  physic textbook for 1 1 th grade i nc ludes most of the heat concepts that examined 
by the current study. For examples, heat-re lated concepts such as thermal equi l i brium, 
l atent heat, boi l ing point, speci fic heat capacity, thennal expansion, and heat transfer. 
3 . 2  Sample of the Participants 
The target popUlation ident ified as 1 1 th grade female students i n  Emirate of Fujairah who 
enrol led i n  the science t rack .  337  female students were enrol led in 1 5  1 1 th grade c lasses at 
ten school s  during the academic year 20 1 1 -20 1 2 . A sample of 230 female students were 
randomly selected (68% of the student populat ion) .  The selection focused on the schools 
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havi ng a large number of 1 1  th grade C lence tudents: \\ hereas the schools having smal l 
number of 1 1  th grade c ience students \. ere not inc luded in this study. The female sample 
was chosen i nstead of male because the number of female students in 1 1 1h grade i s  more 
than the male tudent : a lso the author of th is study faced some d ifficult ies to reach the 
male schools  to d istribute the quest ionnaire due to the local prevalent soc ia-cul tu ral 
norms.  Moreover, the t ime on which the quest ionnaire thought to be d istributed was the 
end of the school year to l im i t  the vis i ts to all schools .  
I Iowever, out of 230 1 1 th grade female students, only 206 part ic ipants responded 
and returned usable quest ionnaires; about 26 incomplete answered questionnaires were 
excluded . Therefore, the data of th is survey were based on 1 80 complete answered 
quest ionnai re. The age of the al l 1 1 th grade female students was ranging between 1 5 - 1 6  
vears. The study \vas made possib le on the th i rd semester of the academic year 10 1 1 - 1 2 . 
Table .3 . 1 :  School-Based Sample Statistics 
Schools N 
Dibba AI-Fu ja i rah Secondary School 85 
Merbeh Secondary School 52  
Madhab Secondary School 39 
MasaR School 34 
Tawyeen School 20 
Total 230 
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Ana lysis % of tota l 
Sample ( n )  
7 5  42 % 
43 24 % 
23 1 3  % 
22 1 2  % 
1 7  9 %  
1 80 1 00 % 
3.3 T h e  In tru ment 
The �l isconceptions Identi ficat ion in cience Quest ionnaire ( M l  Q) i s  frequently being 
used a diagno t ic  test in detecting the student misconceptions about the physic-related 
phenomena ( uch a heat l ight, force, e lectrici ty, magnetism, etc . )  i n  the science 
cUlTicu!um ( Frank l in ,  1 992 ) .  Th refore, M l SQ incorporated in this study to measure the 
heat misconcept ions expressed by grade l l lh female students as shown in Appendix A. I n  
thi study, 'the heat part o f  the M I  Q ,  namel the Heat lvfisco17Ceplio17 Te I ( HMT) was 
only used to ident ify the heat misconceptions. The HMT consi sted of thTee-tier mul iiple­
choice i tem : 
• The first t ier consi sts of a content quest ion with 4 or 5 al tematives. 
• The econd t ier consi sted of 4 to 6 possib le reasons for the first t ier; truee 
altemati ve reasons and one scient i fical ly  accepted reason. The heat 
misconception test has 1 0  items that assessed the heat understanding of the 
concepts. 
• The th ird t ier required students to express their confidence in  their responses to 
the fi rst and second t iers by using a confidence scale with 1 and 7 cOlTesponding 
to "J ust Guessing" and " 'Absolute Confidence" respectively.  
The part ic ipants have been infonned that the test i s  a d iagnost ic  test, and not an 
achievement test, as wel l as the results of the test would not affect the i r  school grades. 
That step was necessary to encourage the female students to act ively part ic ipate in the 
test . Thereafter, the part ic ipants have been asked to focus on their responses for the first 
and second t iers and then give their confidence rat ing. Moreover, they were,  but would  be 
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used by their teacher in  planning their remed ial lesson . Thi encouraged ensur ing that 
the �ludent do not pro\ ide socia l ly de irable re ponses to the con fidence scale. 
3.3 . 1  H M T A rab ic  er  ion 
The I I MT was translated i nto Arabic ,  and re  ised by experienced Arabic  language and 
ph) sic teachers to fi t with the mother tongue of the part ic ipants. This step was conducted 
to en ure that the test items were conect ly translated, and the terms used .in Arabic would 
be fami l iar to the tudents within the physics context .  For example, the physic teachers 
recommended to replac ing Fahrenheit degrees to Cels ius degrees in temperatures 
measurement as mentioned in the UAE formal science cuniculum and textbooks. 
3.3.2 Val id ity of  t he  ins tru men t  
The val id i ty of the ( HMT)  \vas detem1 ined by content-re lated and face-related evidence. 
For content-re lated val idity, H MT was rev iewed by two experts in science education. 
Each expert was provided with a copy of  the test, and a brief explanat ion of the data 
col l ect ion procedures. Moreover, the two experts were asked to comment on the c larity of 
the wording of each item and on the d ifficul ty of each item. The two experts were 
encouraged to suggest possible changes with respect to the test i tems and their wording. 
Both experts made comments on the wording of  the items and thei r  d i fficul ty .  
The experts' recommendations were addressed and the necessary changes were 
made. Such as refom1U lation of the questions i n  Arabic languages to decrease the enor 
rate i n  the study and do not even reinforce misconcept ions regarding language. For 
example. "colder" word had been translated as objects which the least i n  the temperature 
and not a l i teral translation that is in fi rst three questions. A lso "Absorbed" in questions 4, 
5 .  and 9 had been translated to sc ient ific  concept . Moreover, names had been changed to 
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fami l iar name such as " 1aryam " i nstead to "Mar) " in question four. The outcome of th is  
process ))[0\ ided an ind ication of the content val id i ty of lest ( ohen et aL 2000). 
Moreover. the te t was given to five physics teachers and one science teacher who 
have been tcaching physic or cience for at least eight years and each one was asked to 
comment on the appropriatene s of the wording and d i fficu l ty of each i tem, taking into 
account the characteristics of l l lh grade students i n  UAE as wel l  as the relevance of the 
test i tems to what i s  taught in  the physics course in the 1 1 th grades in UAE schools .  Based 
on the reed back that \\ as g i \'en by the teachers the test undervvent minor modifications, 
most ly  with respect to \\ ord ing of the test i tems. To establ ish face al id i ty, a fie ld test was 
conducted after the review by the experts.  A group of ind iv iduals ( n  = 5 )  from target 
population ( not inc luded in the study sample) was asked to comment on the c lality, 
word ing, thoroughness, ease of use, and appropriateness of the instrument. This process 
prov ided more support to the sui tabi l i ty of the test and i nd icated possib le sources of 
d i fficult ies on the part of the students, which were reconsidered through m inor revis ions 
to the test. For example,  amendment of some words that were repeated by mistake and the 
adoption of the second part of the quest ion, because i t  agrees with students' answers. 
3.3.3 P i lo t  s tudy- the  i n i t i a l  H M T  rel iab i l ity 
A pi lot study was conducted i nvolved th i rty four ( n= 34 )  students not inc luded i n  the 
study sample to detem1 ine the score re l iabi l i ty of test i tems. In i t ial re l iabi l ity for the HMT 
was determ ined by  using data col l ec ted i n  the pi lot study . After the HMT was pi lot-tested, 
the researcher analysed the H M T  for rel iabi l i ty .  The rel iabi l i ty coefficient (Cronbach's  
alpha) for the HMT used i n  the pi lot  study was 0 . 70. However, the analysis of the actual 
study data showed that the rel i ab i l ity coeffic ient was 0.60 (n = 1 80 ). 
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There were some drawback i n  conduct ing the pi lot study. and the gained results 
\,vere below the expectation. Thi might be bee au e the study t st \vas appl ied at the end 
of the eme ter and before exams; also, there were a lot of absence among students. 
I lov" ever, the pi lot study \Vas conducted dur ing the commitment of the students to school 
attendance al1d there was no pressure on the students during the test . Another purpose in  
conducting the pi lot study was to determine the t ime requi red to complete the test. The 
pi lot stud) indicated that about 50 minutes was sufficient t ime.  Therefore, the study 
ample students were given 50 minutes to complete the 1 0  items in the actual test. 
3.304 Data Collect ion 
The data uti l ized i n  th is  invest igation were obtained from 1 80 1 1  til grade female students 
from ten school s  in Emirate of Fuj a irah at the end of the th i rd semester of academ ic year 
20 1 1 -20 1 2 . The quest ionnaires were d istr ibuted to the students sample upon the offic ia l  
approval i ssued by the Fujairah Educat ional Zone. Al l  data were col lected during a 
regular c lass meeting period i n  c lassroom within one hour i n  the l ast week of the th ird 
semester after the heat and temperature chapter was entirely completed in  June 20 1 2 . 
3.3.5 Data A n a lysis 
The H MT-based questions were fi rst exan1 ined and scored fol lowing the procedures 
suggested by Caleon and Subraman iam (20 1 0 ) ,  Sreenivasulu and Subramania ( 20 1 3 ), and 
Arslan, Cigdemoglu, and Moseley (20 1 2 ) .  For each question of the test a score of " 1 "  
were given for the correct choice i n  the fi rst t ier ( content t ier)  and a "0" when otherwise; 
a reasoning score of " 1 " was given for each correct choice, and a " 0" when otherwise. A 
score of " 1 "  was assigned when both the content t ier and the reason t iers were correct and 
a " '0" when otherwise. These scores were reported as percentages. Below each HMT 
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quest ions wa another question about student confidence le\ el to indicate the level of 
their con fidence in  their se lection [or both t iers in each item of the HMT. The quest ion is  
tated as  fol lows : how confident are yOU of your responses? Please choose a number on 
the ans\ver slleet using the fol lowing scale : 
1 '111 SlIre, I 'm right � 6 5 ..f 3 2 J Just a blind guess 
The student confidence level was detennined by the number that has been selected 
by students ( Frankl in ,  1 992 ) .  To s imp l ify the analysis of the confidence scale, the 
researcher considered a value greater than or equal to 4 representi ng confidence in  the 
H IT an wers. value les than 4 was defined as being unconfident in the H M T  answer. 
To dist inguish between sc ienti fic knowledge misconcept ions and lack of knowledge, the 
researcher used the table suggested by Arslan, Cigdemoglu and Mose ley ( 20 1 2 ) ( Table 
3 . 2 ) . In this table, the students' response to the first t ier, second t ier, and confidence scale 
were taken together to c lass ify the students, response i nto five categories: Scient i fic 
Knowledge, M isconcept ion, Lucky Guess and Lack of Knowledge. 
Table. 3 . 2 :  Deci ion "Hatrix/or Classifying Level a/ Understanding 
1 sl t ier  2ed t ier  3r(J t ier Categories 
Correct Correct Certain Scient i fic  Knowledge 
Correct I ncorrect Certa in  Misconcept ion 
I ncorrect Conect Certa in  M i sconcept ion 
I nconect I ncorrect Certain Misconcept ion 
Correct Correct Uncertain Lucky guess 
Conect I ncorrect Unce11ain lack of knowledge 
I ncorrect Correct Uncertai n  lack of knowledge 
I ncorrect I ncorrect Unce11a in  lack of knowledge 
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cientijic kllo/iI/edoe: Thi ' categor) was exami ned based on students' respon e 
( correct/correct! certa in)  in  each item of the test. 
Misconceptions : Misconcept ion was indicated when students have a h igh confidence 
( being certai n )  in their incorrect re ponse to both the first and second t iers. 
Lack of kno w/edge: As sho\\ 11 in table 3 ,  lack of knowledge occurred when the 
combination of the three t ier \ ere as fol lows: (l ) correct/ incorrect/uncertain,  ( 2 )  
i ncoITect/correct/uncertain and ( 3 )  i ncorrectiincolTectiunceliain ( Potgieter, 20 1 2 ; Arslan, 
Cigdemoglu and lose ley (20 I 2) .  
L ucky Guess: Many researchers such as  Hassan e t  a l .  ( 1 999) and Odom & Barrow (2007) 
have dealt  with al l unceriai n answers with correct response to both tiers as a lack of 
knowledge. Howe er Arslan, Cigdemoglu and Moseley ( 20 1 2 ) considered correct answer 
to both t ier accompanied \\ ith uncertai n  response as l ucky guess. The present study used 
the s imi lar procedures as Arslan, C igdemogl u  and Moseley ( 20 1 2 ) have done. 
3.3.6 H MT Rel iab i l i ty 
The overa l l  re l iabi l ity of the H M T  scores as measured by Chronbach alpha was (0 .6) .  As 
for the certainty index, Chronbach alpha was (0.9) .  However, C hronbach alpha was (OA)  
for the  answers. As  for the reasons t ier, Chronbach alpha was low (0 .2 ) .  Moderate 
rel iabi l i ty was also obtai ned by Caleon and Subramaniam ( 20 1 0) and Sreenivasu lu  and 
Subramaniam (20 1 3 ) for the ir  four-t ier tests. This lower value of alpha could  be attributed 
to that the Heat M i sconception test is a d iagnost ic  test which could be one type of 
criterion referenced tests rather than a norm referenced test . Moreover, the test itse l f  is not 
a unid imensiona l .  
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CHAPT E R  FOUR 
T H E R E  U LTS 
4. 1 I n t rod uc t ion  
The Heat and Temperature oncepts Que t ionnaire ( HTCQ) explores the misconcept ions 
of the 1 1  th grade female students about the heat and temperature. A three-t ier diagnostic  
i n  trument comprises of 1 0  questions " as used to d ist inguish students' misconceptions 
from their lack of knowledge and 1 L1cky guess on the heat concepts. This survey aims to 
answer the research questions as proposed in Chapter One ( ref. 1 .6 ) .  This chapter presents 
the resul ts generated from the analysis of the col l ected data. The answers that related to 
each research quest ions are i l lustrated in Tables .  
Table 4 . 1 to 4 . 1 0  show the d istribution of the female students i nto two mam 
groups: i - The students with correct answers, and i i - the students with incorrect answers 0 
t ier 1 and t ier 2 quest ions. However, Table3 .2  i n  Chapter Three provides more detai ls  as i t  
classifies the students in to four categories accord i ng t o  their certainty l eve l :  i - scient i fic 
knowledge, i i - m i sconception, i i i - lack of knowledge, and i v- lucky guess. So, Tables 
4 . 1 1  to 4 . 1 5  show the percentage of the students depends on the data of shown i n  
Table3 .2 .  
4 . 2  Answers of  the Research Q uestions 
-1 .2 . 1  Research Quest ion One  
What misconceptions do students demons/rate about heat concepls among 1 1 117 grade 
students in the Emirate of Fzu'airah? This question is  a set of 1 1  queries, 
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Q l concerned w i th  the  mea u rement  of  t he  therma l  eq u i l i br i um concept u i ng  
I I M T. 
Q l :  A 'v'vooden board. a piece of metal and piece of wool c loth have been placed i n  
a freezer for two da) s .  The temperature inside the freezer was - 1 0 °C. How wi l l  the 
temperature of the objects compare? 
L Correct response in  an wer pal1 ( 3 ) :  They wi l l  a l l  be same temperature. 
I I .  COITect re pon e in  reason part ( c ) :  Heat energy \ i l l  even out for objects that are 
in contact \\ i th their surroundings making the temperature the same. 
Table4 . 1 shows tudents' responses to t ier 1 and tier 2 for Q 1 ,  which measures the 
them1al equ i l ibri um concept. The correct response in t ier 1 i s  3 whi l e  the cOlTect response 
in t ier 2 is C ( see ppendex.A ). Twenty three percent ( 23%; n = 4 1 )  of students answered 
the t\\ O  t ier cOlTect l), ( i .e . ,  the reasoning t ier and the answer t ier) whi le 77% ( n  = 1 39)  of 
students provided wrong answers. 
Table .4 . 1 :  Students Percentage Selecting each Response Combination/or Question 1 0/ 
the H.\ fT 
Tier 1 
Total 
C hoice 2 ,., 4 .) 
A 9 1 ( 5 1 %) 8 (4%) 1 (0 . 5%) 1 ( 0  . 5  %) 1 0 1  ( 56%) 
B 8 (4%) 1 2  ( 7%) 0 0 20 ( 1 1 %) 
Tier 2 C 1 (0 .5%) 0 4 1  (23%) 3 ( 2%) 45 ( 25 . 5%) 
D 1 (0 .5%) 0 2 ( 1 %) 4 ( 2%) 7 (3 . 5%) 
E 4 (2%) 1 (0 .5%) 1 (0 .5%) 1 ( 0. 5%) 7 ( 3 . 5%) 
Total number of students 1 80 ( 1 00%) 
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Q2 i co ncerned ", i th  the mea ' u rement  of  thermal  eq u i l i bri u m  concept u i ng  H MT. 
Q2 : There are three bo\ I of the same size that have been si t t ing on a k i tchen 
table ovcmight .  One i made of  wood. Another of metal and the third of plastic .the 
temperature of the room has been 24 °C the ent ire t ime.  HO\ do the temperature of the 
bowls compare to each other? 
1 .  Correct response in  answer part ( 2 ) :  the temperature of  the three would be the 
same as the temperature of the room 24 °C. 
1 1 .  orrect response i n  reason part ( D ) :  Heat energy w i l l  even out for objects that are 
in contact their surroundings making the temperature for each the same. 
Table 4 .2  shows tudent I responses to t ier 1 and tier 2 for question 2 which 
mea ures thermal equi l i brium concept . The correct response of  quest ion 2 in tier 1 i s  2 
whi le the correct response i n  t ier 2 i s  D .  The percentage of  the students who have correct 
answer in two t iers ( i .e . ,  the reasoning t ier and the answer t ier)  is 27 % (n = 49) whi l e  
74% (n = 1 3 1 )  of students who selected the \\iTong answers. 
Table .4 .2 : Students Percentage Selecting each Response Combination for Question 2 of 
the HAfT 
Tier 1 Total 
Choice 1 2 3 -1 5 
A 1 1  ( 6%) 1 (0 . 5%) 22 ( 1 2%) 1 9 ( 1 1 %) 0 53  (29 .5%) 
B 1 1  ( 6%) 2 ( 1 %) 4 ( 2%) 2 ( 1 %) 0 1 9  ( 1 0%) 
Tier 2 C 1 0 (6%) 3 ( 2%) 1 0 (6%) 7 (4%) 0 30 ( 1 8%) 
D 0 49 (27%)  3 (2%) 0 .f ( 2%) 56 ( 3 1 %) 
E 2 ( 1 %)  0 1 (0 .5%)  1 (0 . 5  %) 7 (4%) I I  ( 6%) 
F 1 (0 .5%) 3 (2%) 2 ( 1 %) 5 ( 3%) 0 1 1  (6 .5%) 
Total number of students 1 80 ( 1 00%) 
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Q3 i concerned w i th  the mea u rement  of  thermal  eq u i l ibr i um concept u i ng  H MT. 
Q3: A container of Dour, a. container of nai l s  and container of vyater are all placed 
in an oven that has been healed to 60° a l l  three materials are a l lowed to remain in the 
ov en for four hours. Which of the fol lowing statements best describes the temperature of 
the three sub,tances? 
I .  onect respon e i n  answer part ( 2 ) :  a l l  three wi l l  h a  e a temperature o f  60° C.  
1 1 .  orrect re ponse in  rea on  part (D ) :  heat energy wi l l  even out for objects that are 
i n  contact v\ i th their sur oundings making the temperahlre the same.  
Table 4 .3  shows the results of students' responses in  t ier  1 and 2 for question 3 which 
measures thennal equ i l i brium concept. The correct response in t ier I i s  2 whi le  the 
correct response in t ier 2 is D. The results shows that 1 4% (n = 2 5 )  of students answered 
the two t iers correct ly .  Whi le 87% (n  = 1 55 )  of students provided wrong answers. 
Table 4 . 3 :  Percent of Students Selecting each Response Combination for Question 3 of 
the HJfT 
Tier  1 
Total 
Choice 1 2 3 4 5 
A 3 (2%) 1 (0 . 5%) 1 5  ( 8%)  1 4  ( 8%) 9(5%) 42 ( 23 . 5%) 
B 0 0 1 (0 . 5%) 1 (0 .5%) 0 2 ( 1 %) 
Tier 2 C 3 (2%) 0 63 ( 3 5%)  8 (4%) 1 6(9%)  90  ( 50%)  
D 3 ( 2%) 25  ( 1 4%) 3 ( 2%) 3 ( 2%) 0 3 ( 20%) 
E 9 (5%) 0 0 0 0 9 ( 5%) 
F 0 0 0 1 (0 . 5%) 2( 1 %) 3 ( 1 . 5%)  
Total n umber of student s  1 80 ( 1 00%) 
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fhe results of the fi rst three que l ions that measure thermal equi l ibrium concept 
shov. that : 5 1  % (n = 9 1 ) of tudents answered that the metal has 10\ materials in 
temperature when placed in the refrigerator. as the fi rst quest ion. 1 2% (n = 22)  of students 
ans\.\ ered that the metal is the highest temperature when you put three materials, a wood, 
plastic and metal on the table at room temperature, as the second quest ion; 3 5% (n = 63 ) 
of the students ansv,,'ered that the metal i s  the h ighest material i n  temperature degree 
among \\- ood and plastic in the oven, as the th i rd quest ion.  
TableA. l l  shows that 67% (J 7  = 1 20),  50% (n = 90), 69% (n  = 1 25 )  of students have 
misconcept ion on the thermal equi l ibr ium concept in the fi rst three questions in  
re pect i ve ly .  
Q-t i concerned w i th the  mea u remen t of  changing states of  matter concept  u ing 
H MT. 
Q4: M ariam puts a pIece of z inc metal i n  an oven at 1 000°C . She reads the 
temperature at O°C . the z inc once every m inute using a them10meter capable measuring 
2000°C . he got temperatures of 30°C, 70°C, 200°C, 420°C, 420°C, 420°C and '+20°C 
for the first e ight  readings. Why does the them10meter have several reading of 420°C? 
1 .  Correct response i n  answer prui ( 2 ) :  The Zinc i s  mel t ing. 
1 1 .  Correct response i n  reason part (A ) :  When substance changes from a so l id to  a 
l iquid . i ts temperature w i l l  not change unt i l  the sol id  had melted. 
Table 4A shows the results of students' responses in t ier 1 and t ier 2 for quest ion4. 
\vhich measures changi ng states of matter concept . The correct response of t ier 1 i s  2 
whi l e  the correct response in  t ier 2 i s  A .  The percentage of students \. ho ru1swered 
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correctly in the two tiers i s  28% (n  =50).  While 70�o (n = 1 30 )  of students provided 
\\ rong answers. 
The re ults of the quest ion 4 show that 1 9% (n = 3 5 )  of students chose wrong 
ansv. ers al 0 the; cannot d ist inguish between the themlal equ i l ibrium and latent heat 
concept . Howe\er, the thermal equ i l ibrium concept i the condit ion under which the two 
ubstances in ph; s ical contact with each other exchange no heat energy. Two substances 
in them1al equ i l ibrium are said to be at the same temperature. Whi le, the latent heat is the 
quantity of heat absorbed or released by a substance undergoing a change of state, such as 
ice changing to water or water to steam, at constant temperature and pressure. (The Free 
Dict ionary, 20 1 4 ) .  Consequently, fi fty three percent ( 53%, n = 96) of students have 
misconcept ion in th is question ( see Table 4 . 1 1 ) . 
Table .. L -+ :  The Percent of Students Selecting Each Response Combination /or Question .f 
o(the HJfT 
Tier 1 Total 
Choice 1 2 3 -t 5 
A 2 ( 1 %) 50  ( 28%) 1 3  ( 7%) 0 0 65 (36%) 
B 1 3  ( 7%) 4 ( 2%) 1 3  ( 7%) 0 0 30 ( 1 6%) 
Tier 2 C 0 3 (2%) 2 ( 1 %) 0 7 (4%) 1 2  ( 7%) 
D 6 (3%) 2 ( 1 %) 3 5  ( 1 9%) 2 ( 1 %) 1 (0 . 5%) 46 (24.5%) 
E 0 0 3 (2%) 2 ( 1 %) 1 ( 0 . 5%) 6 ( 3 . 5%) 
F 0 1 (0 .5%) 1 7  (9%) 1 (0 .5%) 2 ( 1 %) 2 1 ( 1 1 %) 
Total number of students 1 80 ( 1 00%) 
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Q5 i.., concerned \\ i th  the mea u rement  of the  bo i l i ng  poi n t  concept u j og  H M T 
Q5: In container A there i s  a l i tt le  water and in  container B there i s  a lot of water 
both container are set 0 er camping stoves wh ich have flames set at the same leve l .  
Thennometers of the same t)  pe are used to measure the temperature of the water i n  each 
container \\ hen the water is bo i l ing. I Iow wi l l  the temperature compare? 
1 .  Conect response i n  answer part (2 ) :  Temperature wi l l  be  same in both containers. 
1 1 .  Conect response i n  rcason part (C ) :  Water boi l s  a t  the same temperature no  matter 
amount 'what amount ( volume) you have. 
Table 4 . 5  shows the generated results regard ing the responses of the female 
students in t ier 1 and t ier 2 for the question 5 ,  which measures the boi l i ng  point concept . 
The correct response of t ier 1 i s  2 whi l e  the conect response i n  t ier 2 is C .  Twenty two 
percent (220'0, n =3 7 ) of the students chose the correct answer whi le 78% (n = 1 43 )  of 
students gave an i nconect answer. The results showed that 44% (1 1  = 8 1 )  of the female 
students chose the wrong answer as the students have interpreted that the bo i l i ng point  
depends on the amount of water. However, a l it t le water become h igher in  temperature 
compared \\" i th  a lot of water when boi l ing .  At the same t ime 70% (n = 1 26 )  of students 
have misconception in boi l ing point concept as i l lustrated in Table 4 . 1 1 .  
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Table 4 . 5 :  the PercentaRe a/Students Selecting each Respon e Combination/or Question 
5 (�rthe l/ \ fl'  
Tier 1 
Choice 2 3 Total 
3 (2%) 1 (0 .5%) 1 5  ( 8%) 1 9  ( l 0 .5°'o) 
B 1 3  ( 7%) 0 I (0 .5%) 1 4  ( 7 . 5%) 
0 37 (22%) 0 37  (22%) 
Tier 2 
0 8 1  (44%) 2( 1 %) 1 (0 .5%) 84 (45 . 5%) 
E 1 0  (6%) 0 2 ( 1 %) 1 2  ( 7%) 
F 3 (2%) 1 ( 1 %) 0 4 (3%)  
G 5 ( 3%) 1 ( 1 %) 4 ( 2%)  1 0  (6%) 
rotal number of students 1 80 ( 1 00%) 
Q6 j concerned w it h  measurement  of  the  spec i fic heat  ca paci ty concept us ing  H MT. 
Q6: A cup contains water at 30 °C and bath tub conta ins water at 1 0 °C as shown i n  
the d iagram below. Which contains more heat energy? 
1 .  Correct response i n  answer part ( 2 ) :  The tub. 
1 1 .  COITect response i n  reason part (A ) :  Heat energy i s  determined by  the temperature 
and the number of molecules present. The more molecules a substance has the 
more energy it can contain. 
Table 4 .6  shows the resul ts of student's responses in  t ier 1 and t ier 2 for question 6 
which measures spec i fic heat capacity concept. The correct response of the first t ier i s  2 
whi l e  the correct response i n  the second t ier is A.  The percentage of students who 
answered correct ly  in the first t ier and second t ier is 1 2  % ( n=22) whi le  88% (n= 1 5 8 )  of 
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the students cho e the incorrect an wer. However the percentage of students who have the 
mi  concept ion in spec i fic  heat capaci ty concept i s  73% as shovvn in Table 4 . 1 1 . 




2 3 Total 
A 34 ( 1 9%) 22 ( 1 2%) 3 (2%) 59 (33%) 
B 75 (42%) 7 (4%) 0 82 (46%) 
Tier  2 
C 3 (2%) 3 ( 2% )  2 3  ( 1 3%) 29 ( 1 7%) 
D 9 ( 5  %) 0 1 (0 .5  %) 1 0 ( 5 .5%) 
Total number of students 1 80 ( 1 00%) 
Q7 i concerned w ith  measurement  of  speci fic  heat  capac i ty concept us ing  H MT. 
Q 7: A cup contains water at 30°C and a bathtub contains ice at O°c. As shown in  
the d iagram below. Which contains the most heat energy? 
1 .  Correct response i n  answer part ( 1 ) : The cup. 
1 1 .  Correct response in  reason part (D) :  Ice  doesn ' t  have any heat i n  i t .  Things at O°C 
have lost al l thei r  heat energy. 
Table 4 . 7  sho'ws that the correct response of question 7 in the fi rst tier i s  1 ,  whi l e  
t he  correct response i n  the second t ier i s  D. The percentage of the students gave COlTect 
answers in the two t iers is 29% (n = 5 3 ), whereas 70% (n = 1 27)  of the students chose the 
\\Tong answers in at l east one of the t iers; therefore, 55% ( n= 99) of students had 
misconception i n  th is  concept. 
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Table 4 . 7 :  The Percentage oj. tudents Selecting each Response Combination/or Question 
7 0/ the IfJfT 
Tier  1 
Choice 2 Total 
A 24 ( 1 3%) 1 1  (6%) 35 ( 1 9%) 
B 65 ( 36%) 4 (2%) 69 ( 3 8%) 
Tier 2 C 1 1  (6%) 2 ( 1 %) 1 3  ( 7%) 
D 5 3  ( 29%) 3 (2%) 56 (3 1 %) 
E 5 ( 3%) 2 ( 1 %) 7 (4%) 
Total number of students 1 80 ( 1 00%) 
The resul ts of quest ions 6 and 7 showed that 42% (n = 75 ) of the students in Q6 and 3 6% 
(n  = 65 )  of the students i n  Q7 chose the wrong answer, which showed that the heat 
depends only on the temperature and not on other factors as the spec i fi c  heat capac i ty. 
Q8 is concerned w ith  the meas u rement  of  thermal  expans ion concept us ing  H MT 
Q8: The length of the i ron rod i n  the d iagram below is  measured and found to be 
22 em at room temperatu re. The rod i s  then heated for 1 5  minutes and its length is 
measured again .  The l ength of the heated rod should  be? 
J .  Correct response i n  answer part ( 1 ) : More than 22 cm. 
[ 1 .  Correct response i n  reason part (A ) :  Because the metals are good conductors of 
heat the flows through the rod causing the metal to expand. 
Table  4 .8  shows the results of student's responses in tier 1 and tier 2 for question 8 
\\ hich measures t hermal expansion concept. The correct response of the fi rst t ier i s  1 and 
A for the second t ier. The results show that the percentage of students who gave correct 
answers in both t iers is 53% (n= 96), whi le 45 .5% ( n=84) of students chose the wrong 
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an wcrs m at least one of  the t iers. I n  add it ion, 3 8% (n = 68) of tudents had 
misconception in thermal expan ion concept as shown in Table 8 ) .  
Table 4 .8 :  The Percentage o/Student Selecting each Response Combination/or Queslion 
8 0/ the H.\fT 
Tier 1 
Choice 2 3 4 Total 
A 96 (53%) 2 ( 1 %) 0 6 ( 3%) 1 04 ( 5 7%) 
B 1 3  ( 7%) 6 ( 3%) 4 ( 2%) 4 ( 2%) 27 ( 1 4%) 
f ier  2 C 1 (0 . 5%) 1 1  (6%)  2 ( 1 %) 3 ( 2%) 1 7  (9 .5%) 
D 0 0 1 3  ( 7%) 0 1 3  ( 7%) 
E 0 1 3  ( 7%) 3 (2%) 3 ( 2%) 1 9 ( 1 1 %) 
Total number of students 1 80 ( 1 00%) 
Q9 i concerned w it h  the  measu rement  of  heat t ra nsfer concept us ing  H MT. 
Q9: A piece of  metal  that has a temperature of 0° C is  dropped i nto a container of 
\vater that has a temperature of 20° C.As shown in the diagram below. What wi l l  happen 
to the temperature of the metal and water? 
1 .  Correct response in  answer part ( 3 ) : The temperature of  the metal w i l l  r ise and the 
water wi l l  drop. 
1 1 .  Correct response in  reason part (B ) :  The water part ic les are v ibrat ing faster than 
the metal part ic les. When they col l ide with each other the water part ic les lose 
energy and the metal part ic les gain energy. 
Table 4.9 shows students' responses in tier 1 and tier 2 for question 9 which 
measures heat t ransfer concept. The correct response of the fi rst t ier i s  3 while the correct 
response in the second t ier  is B. Twenty four percent ( 24%, n = 43 )  of students gave 
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cOlTect an 'wers on both t ier and they were in  sc ient i fic group ( see table 4 . 1 2) whi le  76% 
( n= 1 .... 7 )  of student ga\ e  an incorrect answer . I n  addit ion.  3 3% Cn = 60) of students 
cho e the wrong ans\,ver. tudents were not able to detem1i ne the accurate i nterpretation 
to de cribe the reason for increasing the temperature of the metal \vhen placed in water, 
\\ hich has high temperature than the metal . Whereas 68% ( n  = 1 23 )  of students have 
mi concept ion in thi que t ion as i l l ustrated i n  Table 4 .9 .  
Table 4 .9 :  The PerceJ1tage of Students Selecting each Response Combinationjor Question 
9 of the H.\/T 
Tier 1 
Choice 2 
"'t 4 Total j 
A 1 (0 .5%) 4 (2%) 1 8  ( 1 0%) 3 ( 2%) 26 ( 1 4 .5%) 
B 0 4 (2%) 43  ( 24 %)  2 ( 1  %)  49 (27%) 
C 1 (0 .5  %) 3 (2%) 60 (33 %) 7 (4%) 7 1  ( 39 .5%) 
Tier 2 
D 1 (0 . 5  %)  1 (0 . 5%)  3 (2%)  1 (0 . 5%) 6 ( 3 .5%) 
E 0 3 (2%) 5 ( 3%)  1 (0 .5%) 9 (5 .5  %) 
F 0 2 ( 1 %) 1 3  ( 7%) 4 (2%) 1 9  ( 1 0%) 
Total number of students 1 80 ( 1 00%) 
Q I 0  i concerned w i th  m easurement  of the  heat  transfer concept us ing H MT. 
Ql0: The diagram below shows a house on a winter day . the window is  off and 
the temperature ins ide the house begins to drop. Which of the fol lowing best describes 
what is happening? 
I .  COlTect response in  answer part ( 1 ) : The house is  losing heat. 
1 1 .  COlTect response i n  reason part ( D) :  Heat always moves from hot to  cold . i t  usua l ly  
moves out  through the window pane. 
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Table 4 . 1 0  shows the re u l ts  of students' responses i n  tier 1 and t ier :2 for question 
1 0  \\ hich measure heat transfer concept . The correct re ponse for the first t ier i s  1 
whi le the correct re ponse i n  the second t ier i s  D. The data shows that the total 
percentage of tudents \\ ho have correct ly answered the both tiers i 8% (n= 1 5 ) whi le 
92.5°'0 ( n= 1 65 )  of tudents gave an incorrect answer. 34% (n  = 62 ) of students have 
i nterpreted that as the heat moves from one place to another as wel l  as the cold 
moves. Whi le the correct ansvv er is that the heat is transferred from hot to cold place. 
Table 4 . 1 0  shows that the percentage of students in sc ient ific group is  8% (n= 1 4) 
whi l e  the percentage of students who had misconception in  heat transfer concept i s  
78°"0 ( 11= 1 40 )  as i l l ustrated i n  Table 4 . 1 0 . 
Table 4 . 1 0 : The Percentage of Students Selecting Each Response Comhination for 
Question 1 0  of the Hl\ fT 
Tier 1 
Choice 1 2 3 Total 
A 1 8  ( 1 0%) 1 (0 . 5%) 1 2  ( 7%) 3 1  ( 1 7 .5%) 
B 1 ( 1  %) 9 (5  %) 24 ( 1 3%) 34 ( 1 9%) 
Tier 2 C 3 (2%) 5 (3%) 62 ( 34  %) 70 ( 39%) 
0 1 5  ( 8%) 0 1 5  ( 8%)  30 ( 1 6%) 
E 3 (2%) 2 ( 1 %) 1 0 (6%) 1 5  (9%) 
Total number of Students 1 80 ( 1 00%) 
Table 4. 1 1 shows that the percentages of part ic ipants who had misconcept ions in 1 1  th 
grade i n  Emirate of Fuj ai rah schools. S ixty two percent of students (62%) or more than 
hal f of students have misconceptions. The h ighest percentage of students who have 
misconceptions was 78% (n= 1 40)  in quest ion 1 0  ( the question about the concept of heat 
transfer) in comparison to al l quest ions. 
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Table 4 . 1 1 :  ludent 's Dislnbution in 1vfisconception Ca tegories 
1 51 t ier 2ed t ier 3 rJ t ier Q l  Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
n n n n n n 
Correct I ncorrect Certai n 4 4 0 3 3 5 
I ncorrect Conect Certain 5 5 6 1 2  0 29 
I ncorrect I ncorrect Certain 1 1 1  8 1  1 1 9 8 1  1 23 98 
Total number of students 1 20 90 1 25 96 1 26 1 32 
Percentage ( / 1  = 1 80 )  67% 50% 69% 53% 70% 73% 
Q7 Q8 Q9 Q 1 0  
n n n n 
79 1 2  90 20 
2 9 6 1 2  
1 8  47 27 1 08 
99 68 1 23 1 40 
5 5% 3 8% 68% 78% 
Table 4 . 1 2  shows the percentage of the students in the sc ient ific knowledge category and indicates 
that twenty one percent ( 2 1  0'0) of students have sc ient ific knowledge. 
Table 4 . 1 2 : tudent 's  Dlstribution in Scientific Kno wledge Ca tegory 
1 ,{ t ier 2ed t ier 3 rd t ier Q I  Q2 
Q uestions 




8 1  
1 1 2 
620 0 
11 n n n n n n n n n Mean 
Correct Correct Certain 3 7 3 7 20 47  3 5 1 6  49 85 44 1 4  3 8 
Percentage (n = 1 80) 2 1 %  2 1 %  1 1 % 26% 1 9% 9% 2 7% 47% 24% 8% 2 1 %  
... . 2 .2 Resea rch Quest ion Two 
What i s  the percentage of the 1 1 1h grade female students who demonstrate lack of 
knowledge about heat concept in Emirate of Fuja i rah? 
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Lack of kn \'v ledge core is the si tuation of being uncertai n regard less of correct or 
i ncorrect response ' to the fi rst and/or the second t iers.  The mean percentage of students 
\\' ho had a lack of kno\'v ledge in al l questions is 1 3% of the students. Table 4 . 1 3  hows 
the approx imate percentage of the questions. The h ighest percentage of students who 
have a lack of kno\vledge was 2 1 %  (n=3 7 )  in quest ion 2 as shown in Table 4 . 1 3 . 
Table 4 . 1 3 :  Student 's Di triblltion in Lack of Knowledge Categories 
Que tions 
2ed t ier 3'd t ier Q I  Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8 Q9 Q I 0  
11 11 17 17 17 17 17 n n n 
I ncorrect Uncertain 0 5 6 2 5 23 7 <+ 
Correct Uncertain 0 2 3 0 5 2 0 2 
I ncon'ect Uncerta in  1 5  3 1 2 7  2 5  1 4  16 4 1 4  5 1 8 
Total  number of students 1 5  3 7  3 0 34 16 26 2 8  1 7  12 24 
Percentage (/ 1  = 1 80) 8 % 2 1  % 1 7% 19% 9% 14% 16% 9% 7% 13% 
4.2.3 Re earcb Quest ion T b ree 
What is the percentage of tudents 1I 'ho demonstrate fllcky guess aboul heat concept 
among J J ill grade students in Emirate of Fujairah? 
Lucky guess students have COITect answers i n  the fi rst and the second t ier with 
uncertain in the i r  answers. Table 4 . 1 4  shows that 3 % of the 1 1  Ih grade female students in 
Emirate of Fujairah used a lucky guess wi th regards the concepts of heat. As shown in 
table the h ighest percentage of students who have a lucky guesses was 9% ( n= I 6) in 





1 7  
24 
13% 
Table 4 . 1 4 : tudent's Di tribulion in Lucky Guess Categories 
1 ,t t ier 2ed t ier 3rd t ier Q I  Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 
I I  I I  n 11 II II 
orrect Correct Uncerta in  8 1 6  5 3 3 6 
Percentage (11 = 1 80) 4 %  9% 3% 2% 2% 3% 
Q7 Q8 Q9 Q I 0  
n 11 n II 
4 1 0  2 
2% 6% 1 %  1 %  
Table 4. 1 5  shows the d i fferent d istributions of student's percentages according to four 
categories. As sho\'.11 i n  t h i s  table, most students had misconceptions in most heat 
concepts, \\ h i le  the percentages of students who had correct sc ient ific  knowledge were 
very low throughout a l l  MHT quest ions. 
Table 4 . 1 5 : Tolal Percent for A ll Students in D{fferent Categories 
Categories 
Que t ions Sc ient i fic M isconcept ions Lack of Lucky guess Total 
Knowledge Know ledge 
Q I  2 1  % 67 % 8 % 4 % 1 00 % 
Q2 2 1  % 50  % 2 1  % 9 % 1 00 % 
Q3 1 1  % 69 % 1 7  % 3 % 1 00 % 
Q4 2 6  % 5 3  % 1 9  % 2 % 1 00 % 
Q5 1 9  % 70 % 9 %  2 % 1 00 % 
Q6 9 % 73 % 1 4  % 3 % 1 00 % 
Q7 2 7  % 5 5  % 1 6  % 2 %  1 00 % 
Q8 4 7  % 3 8  % 9 % 6 %  1 00 % 
Q9 24 % 68 % 7 % % 1 00 % 





CHAPT ER F I V E  
D I SC U SS I O N  
This chapter d i scusse the generated resul ts o f  the proposed research questions ( ref. 
1 .6 ). The chapter is d iv id  d to three parts; each part tackles separate ly the d iscussion on 
the resu lt of each research quest ion.  
5 . 1  Resea rch Quest ion One 
Q l :  What miscollceptions do students demonstrate about Ileat COllceptS amollg 1 1'ft 
grade tudellls ill Emirate of Fuja ira II schools ?  
Genera l ly ,  the cutTent study found that more than half o f  the 1 1 th female students (62%) 
who part ic ipated in the survey had misconceptions about heat related concepts. The Q 1 ,  
Q2 and Q3 were concerned with the measurement of the thelTI1al equ i l ibrium concept. 
As for the thermal equ i l i brium concept , which covered in the first three quest ions 
of the ( H T  1 ), the percentages of students who had misconceptions were 67%, 50%, and 
69% (n= 1 20. n=90, and n= 1 25 respect ive ly ), which shows h igh percentage for th is  
concept . As shown in the resul ts, students were not  ab le to respond correct ly to the i tems 
re lated to them1al equ i l ibr ium concept. It appears that students might use non-scient ific 
language when they express the ir  ideas or knowledge about th is concept in  their  dai ly  
l i ves. This  find ing is  consistent w i th  the findings of previous studies w i th  h igher or lower 
of the percentage reported. For example, Gonen and Kocakaya (20 1 0) reported lower 
percentage. They found that 29% of students in 6th, 34% of students in ih grade, and 43% 
of students in 8th grade had specific  misconceptions in equ i l ibrium heat concept. 
4S 
Tanahoung. Chi taree, and oankv. an (20 1 0) documented h igher percentage when 
they investigated students' the1l11al equ i l i brium misconnects and their  fi ndings revealed 
that 83% of the students had misconception. In addi t ion Lubben, etshisau lu .  and 
ampbe l l  ( 1 999) also reported s l ightly higher percentage when thei r  study showed that 
77°'0 of their stud) sample carried mi concept ion re lated to thermal equi l i brium concept. 
Moreover, Weiss (20 1 0) study 's  showed that 66% of the students had misconception i n  
the same concept . \\-h ich i s  almost imi lar to the percentage reported in the current study. 
Final ly .  Alwan ( 20 1 1 )  study' s  reported that 62 .3%, 90.6%, 54 .7�'o, and 8 1 . 1  % of the 
students chose \-\Tong responses for d i fferent questions related to thermal equi l i br ium. 
In  regard to the latent heat concept that covered i n  quest ion four in  ( HTM), the 
re u l ts  revealed that 53% of students ( n=96) had misconceptions. The percentage reported 
i n  the current study i s  h igher that reported by Tanahoung, Chitaree, and Soankwan (20 1 0) 
who found that 4 1  °'0 of students were not able to give correct and complete explanation to 
open-ended questions about the latent heat related concept and lower than the percentage 
reported by Alwan ( 20 1 1 )  who found that 84 .9% of students chose the ""'TOng answer to 
questions re lated to the latent hear concepts. This find i ng cou ld be i nterpreted by the fact 
that this concept has more ab tract i n  i ts nature. I t  could also re late to how science 
textbooks present th is  concept. I t  appears that school sc ience textbooks may address th is 
concept in a way that makes the concept looks d ifficul t  to the students. 
However, al though physics textbook for 1 1  th grade; for example, provides enough 
experiences for students to practice learning latent heat concept, the students st i l l  have 
al ternative concepts about it. This support bel ieves that the way th is  concept i s  presented 
in science textbooks does not support students l earning. Another way to i nterpret this 
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resul t  comes from the fact that students need to use their  mathematics ski l ls and 
kno\\ ledge to o lve problem related to latent heat concept . 
I n  regard to explori ng misconcept ion that relate to the boi l i ng point  concept 
which covered in question 5 ( H MT), the results showed that 70% of the students ( n= 1 26) 
had misconcept ion.  This resul t  indicated that more than half of the part ic ipants had 
misconception about bo i l ing point  concept . The percentage reported in th is study is  
higher than the percentages reported by Alwan (20 1 l ), 52 .3%, and by Kartal , OZttirk, and 
Yah'a'r ( 20 1 1 ), -+7%. This result  may be due to lack of understanding of the students to 
the \'v ater boi l i ng point .  tudents may bel ieve that water boi l i ng point  may not exceed 
1 00°c as it could happen in ce11ain  condi t ions. 
The s ixth and seventh quest ion i n  H MT examined spec ific heat capaci ty for water 
and ice and thermal energy concepts. For question 6. the percentage of students who had 
m isconceptions was 73% (n  = 1 32 )  and for question 7, the percentage was 5 5% (n =99) of 
the students part ic ipated in the study. This resul t  i s  consistent with the findings of 
Streveler et al . ( 20 1 1 )  with lower percentage reported when they found that 50% of 
engmeenng students have misconcept ion i n  th is concept . In the thermal expansion 
concept which was covered in quest ion 8 ( H MT) less than half of the pali ic ipants ( 38% 
and 47%) had correct sc ient ific  knowledge. 
This resul t indicates that most of the students hold the correct understand ing of the 
thennal expansion concept. This finding may due to the pract ical works that students do 
when t hey study th is concept. I n  such practical works, students gained correct sc ientific  
knowledge and understanding when they for example, measure rate of expansion and 
contract ion, observe expansion and contraction of metals .  It also could be due to the fact 
that students deal wi th them1al  expansion as a concrete more than an abstract concept . 
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[he results of th is tudy revealed that 68°'0 ( n= 1 23 )  of the tudents part icipated in  
th i  tudy had misconcept ion in  regard to the heat transfer concept (question 9 of H MT) 
and 7 8 %  ( n= 1 40 )  of the students (quest ion 1 0  of HMT). The last resul t  showed that most 
part ic ipant had mi conception in the heat transfer concept . The wordings, which used to 
wTite question 9 in H lT cou ld be one of the reasons behind th is part ia l ly  high 
percentage. Option B \\ h ich was the correct interpretat ion of this question was wTi tten in  
an accurate way and very carefu l  to  c lari fy the process of heat transfer between water 
molecules and metal . Becau e heat transfer is an abstract concept most students preferred 
to choose the d i rect in terpretat ion without applying deeper thinking. Therefore, 24% 
( n=43 )  of the students selected the correct answer whi le the majority of them chose the 
d i rect interpretat ion.  
In responding to quest ion 1 0  ( HMT) ,  students were unable to d ifferent iate 
between heat and cold concepts; whichever is moving toward the other. S ixty e ight 
percent (68%, n = 1 23 )  of the students se lected both processes occur which indicated a 
\\OTong response to answer t ier ( see table 4 . 1 0  in  chapter 4 ;  th ird choice in  t ier 1 ) . The 
main reason beh ind occurr ing th is  misconcept ion could be explained because of the 
l anguage that students usua l ly use in their everyday communicat ion. For exan1ple, i t  
appears that local people bel ieve that the  good idea is  to  c lose the door of cold room so 
that the cold a ir  does not come out.  Thi s bel ieve opposes the sc ient i fic fact that the heat 
which is transmit t ing from the hot place to a cold place. This resul t  and its explanat ion are 
consistent with the fi nd ing of A lwan ( 20 1 1 )  who found that 54 .7% of the respondents 
have the ir  own ideas regarding to perceptions of hot and cold are umelated to energy 
t ransfer. However. the percentage reported in the current study is h igher than that 
reported by Alwan (20 1 1 ) .  
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5.2  Resea rch Quest ion  Two 
Q2: W h at is the percentage of 1 1,h grade ludellts ,vho demon trate lack of knowledge 
about IIeat cOllcepts ill Emirate of Flljairah schools ? 
Lack of knowledge refer to the i tuation of be ing unceliain regard less of correct or 
incorrect response to the fi rst and/or second t iers (Hasan et a1 . ,  1 999).  I n  CUITent study the 
resul ts showed that the percentage of students, who had misconcept ions that re lated to the 
lack of J.ul0\\ ledge in thermal equ i l i brium concept in first three quest ions were 8% 
(n= 1 5 ) ,  2 1 %  (n=3 7) ,  and 1 7% ( n=30),  respect i vely .  However. the percentage of lack of 
knowledge students had in the latent heat concept that was covered in question four 
( HMT)  is  1 9% (n =34) ,  which represents a h igh percentage among all questions in  the 
1 I MT, \\ hereas 9% (n= 1 6) of the students had misconcept ions related to lack of 
knowledge in  boi l ing point concept that stated in question 5 ( HMT) and 1 -1-% (n=26 ) and 
1 6% ( n= 28 )  of students in spec i fic heat capacity concept for water and ice and them1al 
energy concept in Q6 and Q7, respect ively . 
On the other hand, 9% ( n  = 1 7) of the students showed lack of knowledge i n  
t hermal expansion, whereas 7% (n= 1 2 ) ,  and 1 3% ( n  =24 ) of the students had 
m isconceptions i n  the heat t ransfer in Q9 and Q 1 O. This lack of knowledge showed by 
th is study could  be related to possib i l i ty that school sc ience materials present sc ient i fi c  
knowledge as  facts to  be  memorized without provid ing student w i th  opportuni ty to use 
the i r  mental capabi l i t ies. Science teachers could al so be hold responsible because some of 
them sti l l  using teaching methods that do not sharp and develop students' th ink i ng ski l l s .  
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5 . 3  Resea rch Quest ion Three 
Q3: What i the percelltage of tlldent wlto demon trate lucky gues about heat 
concept among I I'" grade studellts ill Emirate of Fujairalt schools ?  
Luck} gues' in  this study refers to the correct answers to both tiers with uncertainty 
(Arslan, Cigdemoglu,  and Moseley, 20 1 2 ) .  The percentages of the students, who had 
mi  conceptions that cou ld be re lated to lucky guess in fi rst three quest ions were 4% 
( n=8) ,  90'0 (n= 1 6) .  and 3 % ( n=5 ) in thennal equ i l ibrium concept. In question 4 and 5 two 
percent ( 2%, n =3 ) of the part ic ipated students showed l ucky guess in latent heat as wel l  
as i n  boi l i ng point  concepts. Meanwhi le, 3% ( n=6) and 2 %  ( n=4) of the students used 
luck) guess in the spec i fic heat capacity concept for water, ice, and thermal energy 
concept in Q6 and Q7 ( H MT) .  Moreover, 6% ( n= 1 0) used lucky guess in thennal 
expansion concept in Q8 and one percent of students ( 1  %, n= 1 )  appl ied lucky guess i n  
heat transfer concept i n  Q9  and Q I 0. 
As the results i l lustrated, students percentage i n  l ucky guesses category was very 
fev,' compared to other groups. I n  any c lassroom s i t t ing, determining the l ucky guesses 
group of students could help teachers to ident i fy students whom are not serious in taking 
any educat ional test. I t  a lso confinns that the three-t ier method is  appropriate in helpi ng 
teachers to d ivide students i nto several categories according to their  scient i fic knowledge 
about any concepts taught i n  the c l assroom.  Thus, teachers wi l l  be able to take suitable 
act ion tovv ards each categories or groups of students. 
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CHAPT ER I X  
U M M A R Y A N D  R E C O M M E N DA T I O N S  
6. 1 Summary 
This sect ion summari es the find ing of th is  study. s the core concern of this study is  the 
e. plorat ion of the misconcept ions of the 1 1  th grade female students about the heat 
concepts using a three-tier diagnost ic i nstrument compri sing of 1 0  questions. The 
proposed research problems were : 
1 - Distinguish students ' misconceptions from their lack of knowledge on the heat 
concepts among 1 1  Ih grade students in Fujairah schools, UAE.  
2 - Dist inguish students' misconceptions from their  lack of knowledge, and l ucky 
guess on the heat concepts among I I  Ih grade students in Emirate of Fuja irah 
schools, U A E .  
One hundred e ighty 1 1  th grade female students enrol led i n  ten c lassrooms from 
five secondary schools in Emirate of Fuja irah part ic ipated in this Shldy. A l l  students were 
i n  sc ience section and there were in the age ranged from 1 5 - 1 6  years. The study was 
appl ied on the th ird semester i n  2 0 1 1 -20 1 2  after the heat and temperature chapter was 
ent ire l)  completed in J une 20 1 2 . The i nstrument used in the study was the Heat 
M i sconception Test ( H MT)  \ hich consi sted of three-tier mult iple-choice i tems. The fi rst 
t ier consi sted of content questions with 4 or 5 al ternatives. The second t ier consisted of 4 
to 6 possib le reasons explained students selection of each i tem i n  the fi rst t ier; three 
al ternat ive reasons and one sc ientifical ly  accepted reason .  The heat misconcept ion test 
has 1 0  i tems that assessed the heat understanding of the concepts. The third tier required 
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students to expre s their  confidence in  thei r  respon es to the fi rst and second tiers by 
using a con fidence scale with 1 and 7 corresponding to "Just Guessing" and '"Absolute 
Con fidence" respecti e ly .  
6.2 Recom mendat ions  
The stuLl), proposes some recommendat ions sparked from the findings of  th i s  study for 
impro\  ing physic teach ing and c lassroom pract ices; in  part icular, enhancing the 
concept ion of the students about the physical phenomena such as heat, temperature, 
magnet ism, etc. 
Based on the purpo es, fi ndings, and conduct ions of this study, recommendations 
are proposed for three areas related to ph sics and science teaching and learn ing in the 
Cn i ted Arab Emirates (UAE) .  These areas are physics and science school and c lassroom 
pract ices, phy sics and c ience cuniculum development, and future research .  
6.2. 1 Physic and  Science School and  Classroom Pract ice 
1 .  The findings of the study showed that mul t ip le-choice tests and also two-t ier tests 
cannot est imate the misconception of the students. Because, they do not take into 
account the l ucky guess of the students and lack of knowledge of the students. 
Moreover, both types of tests also overestimate the correct answers of the 
students. Therefore, to avoid from lucky guess and lack of knowledge causing the 
\'vTong answers of the students teachers shou ld use three-t ier tests to i nvestigate 
the misconceptions of the students. They should consider that the results of the 
mul t iple-choice tests or even if two-tier tests can be mis leading whi le 
invest igat ing the misconceptions of the students. 
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2.  rhe current study d ivided student to four categories. o .  teacher should be seeking 
to d ist i ngu ish between them then instructional del iveries should be modified 
accord ingly ,  with the expl ic i t  intent of remo i ng the misconceptions such as 
c lassroom examples, homework assignments, quizzes should be designed to 
a certain the gra p of the correct concepts. i n  addi t ion, give the student the 
opportuni ty to part icipate in  the Ie son plann ing, as wel l as choice the test method. 
3 .  [he data which obtai ned by using three-t ier test can used to address other areas of 
instruct ion.  In part icular, i t  could be used : as a diagnost ic tooL enab l i ng the 
teacher to modi fy the ir  lesson instruct ions, as a tool for assessing progress or 
teach ing effectiveness when both pre- and post-tests are admin i stered; and as a 
tool for comparing the effectiveness of di fferent instruct ion methods, inc luding 
technology integrated in  promoting understanding and problem solving 
profic iency.  
4 .  Using soc ial construct iv ism ideas such as students work ing together and helping each 
other deve lop ideas may lead to students' wrong ideas. Teachers should monitor 
students' discussion and bring them together to discuss what they have learned to 
assist them in mak ing accurate interpretations when doing lab act iv i t ies. 
5 .  Physics and science teachers as wel l need to use appropriate techn iques to ident ify 
students' misconceptions and help them replace their misconceptions with 
accepted correct science concepts (conceptual change) .  To do so, teachers may 
use the fol lowing strategy : ( 1 )  identify ing students' misconcept ions; ( 2 )  al lowing 
students to apply their concepts; ( 3 )  seeking students' un-sati fact ion: and 
al lowing students to apply new concepts. 
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6 .  ch o l s  adm in istrators need to prepare professional development programs for 
their ph) ics and science teacher that inc lude methods and advanced pract ices to 
help them to deal and COrTect students' misconcept ions. 
6.2.2 Ph ' ic and  Science Cu rric u l u m  Development  
1 .  Becau e physics and c ience schoo l educat ional materials p lay a consider role in  
students' leaming new science concepts. cUITiculum developers in  the UAE 
hou ld inc lude more practical works i n  the physics and science school textbooks. 
As indicated from the findings of thi study, conducting enough school practical 
works could lead to decrease students' science m isconceptions. 
') As the conclusions of this study suggested. student ' s  l i mi ted expenences with 
physical and scient ific experiences in the i r  everyday l i fe could  be responsible for 
increasing the i r  m i sconcept ions. There fore. physics and science cUlTiculum and 
school textbooks should i nc lude materials and experiences re late to student 
personal l i fe and experiences. 
6.2.3 F u t u re Re earch 
A lthough th is  study supported the value of exploring students' misconception in heat 
concepts. much research is sti l l  needed. Accord ingly the researcher of th is study 
comprised a l i st of recommended future studies as below: 
l .  The results pave the way to fLlliher research to focus on heat concepts employing 
more teach ing sources and methods. 
2. More researches are needed to apply the findings th is  study on the students in 
other UAE schools .  
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3 .  This  study focuses o n  1 1  th grade female students misconceptions. Future research 
may need to [, Cll on the c ience and phy ics teachers. 
4 .  Tbe study focuses only on  female students who are enro l  in  1 1 th grade and tbeir 
misconcept ions in  the heat concepts. Addit ional research needed to explore the 
1 1 th grade male students' misconcept ions add it ional to di fferent grade to help 
determine the beginn ing of the problem. 
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